Security officer hit-skip victim

by Jeff McPherson
Observer Staff Reporter

Notre Dame security officer Richard W. Bianiass remained in serious condition at St. Joseph Hospital Monday after being hit by a car Friday night while patrolling the university parking lots. Bianiass, a Notre Dame off campus student working in his second year for the Security Department, was walking along Jupiter Road between parking lots C1 and D1 when the incident occurred.

He was off the road when the vehicle veered onto the gravelly shoulder region and struck him. The car failed to stop.

Kevin Dachar, another security officer, was walking with Bianiass at the time of the accident, but was not hurt. The car was identified as a 1968-69 Nova with extensive damage to the front end and possibly with Michigan license plates.

St. Joseph County, Indiana State and Michigan state police are cooperating in the search to locate the vehicle.

In another incident reported to the Security Department over the weekend, B175 in stereo equipment, a good lock and a strong chain strung through the window, a stereo was stolen.

Security personnel also are investigating the weekend theft of two bicycles, one from the Grace Tower vicinity and another from the northern end of campus.

A car parked in the Stepan Center parking lot was vandalized with several hammer strokes to the windshield and another early Monday morning the candy machine in the first floor of Flanner Tower was forcibly entered and the money removed.

Security begins to register bikes

by Greg Ryan

A program for bicycle registration will be available soon to aid in the identification of bikes stolen on the campus. The student government project, under the direction of John Clarke, coordinator of Research and Development, will allow N.D. cyclists to register their bikes with the security department for a charge of seventy-five cents. Bikes will then be filed by the name of the owner, number plate, color, and a electric typewriter and a radio were stolen from room 335 Fifth Street.

Security personnel also are investigating the weekend theft of two bicycles, one from the Grace Tower vicinity and another from the northern end of campus. A car parked in the Stepan Center parking lot was vandalized with several hammer strokes to the windshield and another early Monday morning the candy machine in the first floor of Flanner Tower was forcibly entered and the money removed.

Student govt. leaders acknowledge problems

by Greg Aletto

Reactions from student government leaders yesterday varied concerning Hall President Council Chairman Butch Ward's letter urging students to work through their Hall Government in the absence of a viable student body leader. These officials acknowledged the existence of the problems Ward described, but they put great in their interest in new, manner problems. Student Body President R. Calhoun Kersten was unavailable for comment. Executive Co-Ordinator Dennis "H-Man" Enzelle blamed student government's lack of direction on inadequate student participation. "We are either a student body without a leader or we have a leader without a constituency," said Enzelle. "For adequate direction you need adequate student input. We are offering great possibilities because we are an open student government and so far there has been no student input.

"Butch is right about the destructive cynicism and apathy," Enzelle continued, "but the solution can't come from student government without the help of students. All your big changes come from the students, not the government."

Leaders emerge

H. Man noted that as of yet no issues have arisen, but when they do leaders will emerge. He cited the parental issues of last year. "The Observer was the leader in that case. They called the people out, not Kersten," Enzelle said. Student Research and Development Commissioner Jim Clarke underscored this point. "Student government is handicapped because basically we are administrators," he said. "All we are involved in now is student services." Clarke feels that the structure of student government is diffused in such a manner that only the S.B.P. can provide effective leadership.

Clarke also cited John Barkett, last year's S.B.P., for failure to lead the students last year in the parental issue, but expressed a lack of confidence in Kersten's ability to provide leadership this year if needed. Clarke agrees with Ward's letter and added, "With the situation as it is the students should turn to the H.P.C., but I don't agree that the situation should be hopeless. It will be resolved after the S.L.C. elections and if Kersten resigns. Of course, you can't tell."

H.P.C. an alternative

Academic Affairs Commissioner Ed Ellis also recognized the viability of the H.P.C. as an alternative to student government. "It's quite possible," said Ellis. "People have been talking about it for years. I'd like to see it happen because the H.P.C. would become politicized and this would take away from their contributions to the individual halls. The H.P.C. can take us a long way, but I'd rather see student government do it in conjunction with the halls." Whereas Clarke sees a lack of government leadership and H. Man a lack of student input, Ellis views the problem in terms of a lack of experience. "Butch is absolutely right," said Ellis. "Things like co-ed dorms, campus bars, and academic changes are important issues that require leadership with experience. The problem is that we have good people with no experience."

As far as criticisms of Ward's letter, S.B.V.P. Ed Gray contended that Ward's reference to Kersten's letter to the freshmen missed the whole tone of the letter: "He took it out of context," said Gray. "It was actually one of the most honest truths we could have written." Student criticized Ward's contention that student government has damaged student relations with the administration.

Kersten good

At a meeting with the Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees four months ago, a group of Trustees spent a good deal of time convincing Kersten to stay on in the capacity he was elected in, as a figurehead. They thought he was good for the students because he took the professionalism out of student government," Enzelle said. Enzelle mentioned that Barkett told the Alumni Senate Meeting last May that Kersten had established greater rapport with the administration at that one meeting that he had all of last year.

Ed Gray noted that student government was in a period of transition, a possible explanation for its present lack of direction. While creating a new government with a new constitution and a new atmosphere, he said they are presently handicapped until the S.L.C. is elected. Gray stated that the new government will try to get away from playing politics and to involve new faces. He emphasized the forthcoming S.L.C. elections as an important beginning to the rejuvenation of student government.
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British announce North Ireland conference

By Bernard Weinraub

The Observer, Tuesday, September 19, 1972

The London, Sept. 18- The British Government announced today that a conference on the political future of Northern Ireland will be held next week despite the decision of the Russian Catholic minority to take part.

The three-day "all-party" conference, starting Monday at a hotel near the Grassy Grasmere, is in the North of England, had been planned by the British Government to see what common ground can be found in governing Northern Ireland.

Washington - The House Appropriations Committee approved a $4.2-billion foreign aid bill Monday, which was nearly $1 billion below administration estimates for the current fiscal year. The committee cut $2.5 billion from the foreign aid appropriations bill that took most of the foreign aid categories to $2.5 billion below those recommended in the original legislation.

Washington - The House Appropriations Committee approved a $4.2-billion foreign aid bill Monday, which was nearly $1 billion below administration estimates for the current fiscal year. The committee cut $2.5 billion from the foreign aid appropriations bill that took most of the foreign aid categories to $2.5 billion below those recommended in the original legislation.

ND Security undergoes change: seeks involvement, better image

by Maude Pyrinx

In May of 1972, the Dean of Students received a report from the Security and Traffic Advisory Board recommending that the Notre Dame Security Department establish a system that would take the "police concept" from the Department and set up a public relations program for the entire University community.

At the close of the 1971-1972 school year, computer students took up positions on the Security Department. William Hake, the first of the three, is presently in the MBA program and works twenty hours per week as a security officer. William E. Barnes, the second, is a Teaching Assistant majoring in art, and he has worked as a Radio Officer for the Security Department.

Finally, James L. Dyer, who also serves as a Teaching Assistant in art, served as a full-time Security Officer this past summer.

These three students met with Security Director Jerry McGlynn, for the purpose of initiating some ideas as to how the Notre Dame Security Department could create a better image of itself. During the summer, until the first few announcements which gave in

The goal of these Security Department measures was to improve University Security with the help of the entire Notre Dame community in the area of crime incident education. The campus police have been working to encourage a common knowledge of campus security problems and procedures.
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Further, officials said, Whitehall felt an obligation toward the participants who have submitted proposals for discussion. A decision to cancel the conference because of the Catholic boycott was ruled out because that would have amounted to acknowledgement that political efforts toward a settlement had reached a deadlock.

Guess the number! of Swingline Tot staples in the jar.

The jar is approximately square—3" x 3" x 4½". Look for the clue about "Tot capacity." The "Tot 50" is uncondition-

ally guaranteed. In staples, tacks, and stamps and costs only 1¢ plus retail price at Stationery, Variety and College Bookstores with 1,000 staples and vinyl pouch. Swingline Cub Desk Stapler and M-10 for $1.98 each.

Fill in coupon or send postcard. No purchase required. Entries must be postmarked by Nov. 30, 1972 and received by Dec. 1, 1972. All entries eligible. In case of tie, a drawing determined a winner. Offer subject to all laws in force. No Wash., Minn. & Iowa. IMPORTANT: Write your name inside the envelope, Forth Worth, Texas. Correct answer will be announced in the Mardi Gras Committee's weekly bulletin.

FURTHER, OFFICIALS SAID, WHITEHALL FELT AN OBLIGATION TOWARD THE PARTICIPANTS WHO HAVE SUBMITTED PROPOSALS FOR DISCUSSION. A DECISION TO CANCEL THE CONFERENCE BECAUSE OF THE CATHOLIC BOYCOTT WAS RULED OUT BECAUSE THAT WOULD HAVE AMOUNTED TO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT POLITICAL EFFORTS TOWARD A SETTLEMENT HAD REACHED A DEADLOCK.
Politics keynotes Administration view of SLC

by Don Ruane
Executive Editor

Student Life Council elections for 1972-73, although represen-
tatives will be held Wednesday. This is the third and final part of a series on the present and future of the 1972-73 SLC from the point of view of student, faculty and ad-ministrative representatives, who are new members, or are returning members from last year's council. Today, the administration outlook.

Politics and the efficiency of each member of the council are to be the major threads of concern about the SLC from the administrative point of view, according to comments made Monday by one half of that faction.

The political aspect involves power-voting blocks, for whom the SLC is intended, and its ef-fectiveness since it was formed in the fall semester of 1969. Mem-
bership efficiency concerns the knowledge a representative has of his constituency's views, the ef-fects of their other activities, and how well he is able to present a case for a meeting as a such as a committee.

According to Dr. Robert Ackerman, director of student activities and a rookie in SLC circles, the past has been marked by the "incorporation of group voting, usually the administration council's effect on faculty becoming the swing vote."

There was much done in the way of courting the faculty, by both the council and students, he added. As to discussion and rational voting into a campaign and vote situation, he said.

Dr. Ackerman urged that the concept of the council be more of a "front board," stating that it should provide a forum similar to the Academic Council. If it does not become a forum similar to the Academic Council, if it then becomes a "scan" which has become popular among SLC representatives this year, there will be nothing relating it students beyond the academic sphere.

Kersten still remains popular according to Observer survey

by Dean Meyers

Notre Dame students feel much the same as last spring about President Bob Kersten as they did last spring, according to a campus poll conducted yesterday by the Observer. The poll revealed that over ninety percent of the students who voted for Kersten last spring would vote for him again if the election were held tomorrow.

Most of the students contacted admitted that they don't know what Kersten has accomplished but that they "didn't really expect him to do too much anyway." The students generally commented that they liked Kersten and felt too little about the operation of student government to comment critically on Kersten's tenure.

Students who disliked Kersten felt that he has "gotten in over his head, and now he wants out." They cited his lack of "involvement" and intellec-tual approach to his own administration with the students of Paul Dziezuk, whom Kersten had defeated for the Student Body President post last spring.

Most students gave their opin-ions in light of the recently released letter of HFC Chairman Butch Ward which urged students to work through their hall government in the absence of a student body leader. While must students added the fact that he hadn't read the letter, they assumed that it was "an indication of Kersten's "inactivity" while in office.

The students generally felt that student government is "useful" in its present form, but they hesitated to place the blame on Kersten. Many preferred to criticize the general apathy of the student body.

Many of the students agreed with Ward's assertion that students should work more through the hall governments. Some felt that student government should be of a different structure. As one student put it: "The halls should have more power. I like Kersten, but he's just a comic figurehead."

The general outlook of the students was perhaps best summarized by the senior who commented "Kersten's okay. He hasn't done much, but I doubt anybody could really do anything effective. The Board of Trustees lays down the law, and we've just allowed to play in our sandbox."

Problems result in cancellation of Sophomore Parents' Weekend

by Sue Prendergast
Observer Staff Reporter

Scheduling problems and lack of enthusiasm among class members resulted in the cancellation of all plans for a Sophomore Parents' Weekend at Notre Dame this year.

Eighteen sophomores attended the general class meeting in LaFortune last night-a turnout which Vice President Greg Garrison described as "sparse."

President Dave Yates apologized for a mix-up this summer which caused temporary cancellation of the weekend, originally scheduled around the Texas Christian game on October 22.

Letters announcing the weekend did not reach sophomore parents in time for them to purchase football tickets.

Yates added that the weekend could be rescheduled later in the year and suggested several possible dates, including March 3 (basketball game), March Gras, and April 25.

The class, however, rejected each of these dates: Mardi Gras because of possibly hazardous winter weather; March 3, because of its proximity to spring break, which begins March 6; and April 25, also because of its nearness to vacation and its lack of parent-oriented activities.

Many felt it was already too late to begin planning a worthwhile event. "I'd rather we did nothing than do a halfway job on this," one soph said. Very few indicated that their parents would attend the event if it were held.

In other action, the class set tentative dates for freshman class elections, voting will take place on Thursday, October 12, and cam-paigning from 8 P.M. on Sunday, October 8 until midnight on Wednesday October 11. For more information, contact Dave Yates.

Yates encouraged any soph to object strongly to the cancellation of Parents' Weekend to present their views at the next class meeting on Monday, September 26, at 7 in LaFortune.

Garrison stressed the need for more student involvement in class activities, especially as student government is currently inactive. "We the offers are sorry Parents' Weekend fell through, but maybe if we had had more people behind us, pushing us harder than we pushed ourselves, it might not have happened."

During the academic year 1971-72, the Student Government allocated $10,000.08 from its operating funds to their campus organization, although a limited sum may still be available for distribution among various campus clubs. In ad-dition, approximately $1,000.00 in Mardi Gras Funds may be applied for by organizations that qualify as Mardi Gras organizations. It is possible that a limited sum may again be applied for by organizations that qualify as Mardi Gras organizations.

There exists no set of criteria to guide us, but service to the University Community, number of students involved, and the like, are certainly to influence the distribution of these funds. Budget proposals, in the form of an itemized statement of anticipated income and expenses must be filed with the Student Body Treasurer before 12:00 noon, Friday, September 29, 1972. The statement must bear the signature and telephone number of an authorized campus spokesman who will be available to attend the budget committee meeting on October 2, 1972. Student Governing Board and SLC grant requests must be filed separately.

Lowell H. O’Brien, President of Student Government, I wish you every success in your activities this coming year.

Respectfully,

Mike Margel
Student Body Treasurer
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writers, reporters, artists, Old and New Mem-
bers Meeting Tuesday, Sept. 19, 1972 at 7:30 p.m.
118 Nieuwland Science Hall
The following candidates chose not to be interviewed: Rich Eschman, Jim Hunt, Mark Knevel, Jim Napier, Bob Sauer.

The Editorial Board

Acceptable: none

Recommended: Fred Giuffrida. Giuffrida is the other realized under the Acting Vice-president of Student Affairs several student-faculty committees and on the University proposals for co-residential dormitories. In addition, each candidate was asked how often he thought the SLC should meet and how much time he would be willing to devote.

The form of the endorsements is changed over past years. The categories (recommended, acceptable and not acceptable) reflect the Editorial Board's opinion of the potential effectiveness of the individual candidates. A candidate was recommended only if we believed he had a significant chance to make to the future of the SLC.

The endorsements are:

District I (Off-campus)
Recommended: none

Acceptable: Tim Schwartz. Schwartz showed good enthusiasm for the job. He did not favor the unworkable plan whichcalled for SLC meetings every month rather be opted for biweekly meetings. He promised to devote 10-15 hours a week to the job.

Not acceptable: none

District II (Farley, Breen-Phillips, Cavanaugh, St. Ed's)
Recommended: none

Acceptable: Matt Cavanaugh, Juan Manigault. Both candidates are about equal in ideas about the SLC and in the other opinions given the Observer. Cavanaugh's drawback was a lack of specific ideas on the co-residential dormitory problem. Manigault's drawback was his support of monthly meetings.

Not Acceptable: none

District III (Graze, Flanner)
Recommended: Floyd Kezele. Kezele's two years of experience and his SLC record are impeccable. He is one of the outstanding candidates in the election.

Acceptable: Mike Hess

Not acceptable: "Carolina" Nichols

District IV (Stanford, Keenan, Zahm, Holy Cross, St. Joe, Moreau)
Recommended: Anthony Abowd, Bill McLean. Both candidates showed a good understanding of the role of the SLC and of the expanded role of student representatives under the new constitution. The editorial board could make no distinction.

Acceptable: none

Not acceptable: Dick Singsank

District V (Alumni, Dillon, Walsh, Badin, Sorin)
Recommended: Frank Devine. Devine had sound ideas on how the SLC could be used for some kind of power, some "teeth" that it needs desperately. That remains one of the most critical tasks that will be decided early in the SLC's 1972-73 reign. If the body declines to redefine itself and continue plodding along in the same old way, it will be putting the Constitution, it will be destroying itself and the SLC. As it stands now, the SLC has no real power, but with enthusiastic and optimistic student input, perhaps the SLC can grow into the potential effectiveness of the individual candidates.

All of the candidates opted that the SLC is still a viable operating forum where students, faculty, and administration could meet together. All of them also called for more "teeth" to be put into the Council—something that remains to be the loudest complaint issued when speaking of the SLC.

Nonetheless, therein lies the importance of tomorrow's election. It is a chance to reexamine the current out-of-vogue condition of student government, the election doesn't generate a whole lot of excitement. Throughout the week, articles and columns appearing in this newspaper having seemingly tolled the chimes over the death of the SLC. Completing people have noted that the SLC is on its last legs—which may or may not be true. But in a column in Monday's Observer, Ed Ellis issued a call for all good men to "come forth."

Ellis heralded an opinion that was heard countless times last evening.

Last night the Observer editorial board met concerning endorsements for the SLC positions. In what proved to be one of the most powerful bodies of student government, the board decided on the recommendations that are found on this page.

But the board's decision is not really what I care to talk about here. There is something that is much more important. Despite the death tolls that have been sounded, I gentlemen have expressed an interest in sitting in the six chairs that have been delegated to the students on this tripartite assembly. Two chairs are open offices.

In the last SLC election that we had (Spring 1971) approximately the same number of candidates ran for office. Despite the state of the SLC candidate interest has not decreased. People are still interested and enthusiastic about serving on the Student Life Council. And it was this enthusiasm and the accompanying optimism which made the editorial board meeting worthwhile despite the intense wrangling amongst the members.
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The voice of the student must be heard. With the advent of coeducation and the presence of women, the issues evident in the Student Life Council must reflect the spirit of the day. This year, faculty members must not yet have a separate council, and the student body is changing in character year by year as is the life style. In order to avoid an essentially patterned determination of student lifestyles, the SLC must represent the students in a way that the students are in self-control. Changes that must take place this year include a minimum acceptance quote of 30 percent for new fall, co-ed housing, and the establishment of an off-campus tenements union to challenge exorbitant rates.

Marth Cavanagh
District 3

Student government has been a dream of which many students have spoken, but few have seen the effect on life on campus. In the past, this idea has been dismissed by students, but the government student was far above the chart of this year. A division from the whole doing a disservice to all. With the unveiling of the new set of student government ideas, the students are the time necessary to make the SLC effective.

Mike Hess
District 3

Mike Hess. My name. A new name in student government. The SLC needs new voices and fresh ideas if it is to survive. Should SLC sink or swim? You may see either as the eviler of two lesser. SLC will sink if it doesn’t become a forum for honest interaction, instead of serendipity rhetoric. I offer a public voice, and if necessary, a loud voice on the SLC. I will make no promises, but I will make no compromises. I don’t seek to raise hope—but to raise hell. I ask for your support. Thanks.

Floyd Kezele
District 4

This is a year of change for Notre Dame, and the students, wish to have a meaningful voice in this change. They must skillfully use their experience to change the Student Life Council. As a member of the Council for the past year, I’ve seen it in practice that protecting students’ rights, and I’ve seen it stand wastelessly in the face of student and administration. To counter this the SLC should evolve into a much more powerful body, a University Forum. A body such as this could investigate new areas (Bookstores, Dining Hall, Rebates for Freshmen), and implement its findings.

Anthony Abey
District 4

The SLC is the last vestige of student input into campus affairs. We need people and the students to decide the time necessary to make the SLC effective and the limited energies of the student-directed energy the SLC can work. Administrators and faculty are waiting for student initiative. They have said so. A student SLC representative must be prepared to accept responsibility and especially the commitment work. I am prepared to take the issue and do the work.

A dead SLC signals a dead student body. Why? Is administration for the SLC? Do we care about the condition of student life? Be positive. Support me.

Rick Hilton
District 4

The student body of Notre Dame is out of contact with the administration. In theory, the SLC should provide the means for liaison through which the needs and wants of students could be satisfied. But the SLC has been useless in this venture. The flaccid phallus which renders the student body powerless. It is my purpose to act aggressively to get an organ of a SLC to function. As the only means at our disposal to vent the basic frustrations of ND student life, it should be exploited to the hilt. Use it, it’s yours.

Frank Devine
District 5

It’s strange running for office again. After all, as a first-time student representative, I’ve been thrusting in the impotent student senate. As such, I am well versed in the problems of the University. The problems I have seen are:

- Student life? Be positive. Support me.
- Academic advisor?
- The SLC?

I am a student, and I have the ability to make the SLC effective. The present SLC is cut off from the student body by a curtain of bureaucratic nonsense.

J. Joe Linka
District 4

The problem facing the SLC this year is little student participation in determining this agenda. The SLC is in real trouble. The student body as a whole is in real trouble. The student body must be motivated to get involved in the SLC. This is necessary.

New voters may decide presidential election

(First-time voters — perhaps 35 million Americans — may make a difference in this year’s Presidential election. Star-News staff writer Terrence Territt asked the question: "Are they crossing the country to talk with America?"

This is another of his reports.)

dy Spencer
at 1:37 1972 Washington Star-News

Los Angeles, Sept. 19 - It could be only two years ago that the Bank of America at Lida Vista near the Santa Barbara branch of the University of California was burned, and campuses disrupted all over California. The law and order people were out served.

"SDS (Students for a Democratic Society) is dead," said a young man on a city campus here this week. "War is an issue that was created and used to create this. Today, the college community — it was a moral issue. But now, to the issue, is the headhorns in Washington, and in California, it’s the economy, I guess."

The speaker was 25-year-old Allan Ugar, a first-time voter himself, a community organizer for McGovern in Los Angeles’ Chinachromatic dominated 50th assembly district, and a member of one of two arsons of students who this is year, who is burning Cal streets. In California as in so many other states, the young people are the active force in politics, and a new and powerful element in the electorate.

The issues of the campaign seem less and less important to two large groups of students and young people are struggling to register every voter they can.

One of the more "activist" campaign workers, Republican Bruce Nostande, 24, not yet, "The California campaign is issue important enough to suppose. Registration is the game. It comes down to the organization."

There’s likely that the two parties can agree on, "Our plan," says Friedeman, McGovern’s staff in the San Fernando Valley, "is to register every McGovern supporter we can get on our hands." Republicans put simply is this: "The most important campaign is make the SLC effective. The SLC is the voice of the people."

Mike Hess, of the California politics, Nostande, said: "It’s a fortunate situation that the politicians are personifying the statewide, and that’s the President.

California has 2,605,000 voters between the ages of 18 and 24, according to census bureau estimates. That’s more than any other state, by about 500,000. Of the total, 21.3 percent are black, more than any other state except for New York, and Chicago make up another important bloc. More of the young people are either in college, through college, or about to begin college than in any other state.

There are two sheers than the fewest young people can have. The Pew Research Center has President Richard M. Nixon won by 43,000 votes out of 325,528 cast, with the highest of the state.

The shape of the voters is that they are most likely to be a "yes" on the issue of the Senate. The six largest cities in the nation are: Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Detroit.

The six largest cities in the United States, and in a way they’re right. There are two people here, nearly hemmed in by the dry up of the desert, and the city is part of Los Angeles county.

There are five assembly district in the valley, from the center of the State (Republican assemblymen), a state university campus and two junior colleges. The area is described as "Diaspora White and middle class." "This," says Friedman, glancing at the map of California, "is the swing area. If we win this area, we can win California."

Art A
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Chicago Sept. 18 - Mrs. Richard M. Nixon began her first and longest political swing on her own of the 1972 Presidential campaign today by declaring: "I'm taking the White House to the people."

Mrs. Nixon's six-day schedule embraces seven states, three of them—Illinois, California and Texas—crucial in any way for the Presidency.

Her first stop today was Chicago, a city that has not been carried by a Republican Presidential candidate since Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1956. This trip has been frankly billed as "political" and the Committee to Re-elect the President is picking up the tab.

The First Lady hunkered her way through a lunchtime crowd on the steamy sidewalks of Michigan Boulevard in front of a Nixon Campaign headquarters.

Surrounded by a funnel of roaring Chicago Police Secret Service agents and television cameras, she listened to a band render "Hail to the Chief" in a rock beat that made the tune that others in Presidents' voices seem as old fashioned.

Then Mrs. Nixon toured the campaign headquarters seven stories high, dropped in on an office and spoke to a group of people with wigs of a woman with a wig of a voice, who danced at President William McKinley's second inaugural ball.

She brought her birth certificate with her in case someone did not believe her age.

Downstairs again, Mrs. Nixon heard 12-year-old Terri Serletic sing "Mr. Nixon is '72, is the man for me and you" in a piercing nasal whine that carried far beyond the crowd of several hundred still waiting for a glimpse of the First Lady.

At a brief press conference in her hotel this afternoon, Mrs. Nixon became flustered when asked whether she thought the Watergate bugging investigation would "hurt the President's chances."

She paused and then said tentatively: "No, I don't. The polls haven't indicated that. They know he has no part of it."

A questioner said: "When you and your husband discuss the election and the campaign, does the Watergate situation concern him?"

Mrs. Nixon answered: "We don't discuss it, because all I know is what I read in the papers. That's the only knowledge I have, so there's no reason to discuss it. I think it's been blown completely out of proportion. I think the Chairman has answered all the questions on it."

It was believed she meant Chairman Clark MacGregor of the Committee to Re-elect the President.

"Are you concerned about what you read?" she was asked. "No, I'm not," she retorted.

Pat Nixon launches tour way until mid-October. This program will not get under way until mid-October.

The Nixon-Campbell campaign will not continue.

Social Club for people with slight emotional problems. The volunteers are needed to work at a Social Club for people with slight emotional problems. The volunteers will assist with transportation and will participate in activities which will include cultural and sport events, recreational activities, etc.
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This attitude is clearly demonstrated on the field by Marx. "I try to set the example by doing, not by saying. I realize that as captain I have certain responsibilities, I try to be a particular style as a player. But the important thing is that I get the job done. This is the way we all view things." One of the big question marks in the defense this year is the secondary, which was wiped out completely by graduation. Marx does not view this as a tremendous problem. "Believe it or not, we're actually quicker in the secondary than we were last year."

Another big question is whether or not the Irish defense is capable of improving upon their 22.5 points per game of last year. And, a great deal of attention has been given to the Irish quarterbacks. Tom Clements and Cliff Brown have both played well of late but still, many fans are wondering and even doubting this year's offensive potential. Marx, however, is super-confident the of the Notre Dame attack. "Both Clements and Brown are talented and very capable of getting the job done. Eric Penick has been unbelievable. I haven't seen anybody faster. And, he's not only quick but hardworking, also. Eric can play "three yards and a cloud of dust" or explode around the end."

Greg also has praise for wide receiver Willie Townsend. "Willie was overlooked by Tom Galenwood but he's every bit as talented. He's one of the pride and joys of our offense." The "green" Irish take on Northwestern this Saturday, a team that lost to Michigan last Saturday by only seven points. "The score didn't surprise me," Greg remarked, "because Michigan was hit hard by graduation. Northwesterners has always been a hard hitting ball club, though, and there's no doubt in my mind that they'll try to sting us Saturday."

A lot of teams will be out to "ding" the Irish this season. Coach Ara Parseghian has been called on to do his greatest rebuilding job since 1964. And, the questions won't be answered till the season gets under way in four short days. Marx, however, typifies the confidence found in this "green" Notre Dame squad. "There are a lot of questions about this team. But, they'll be answered. And, yes, Notre Dame wants them to be answered."

ND ruggers win, now 4 - 0

The Notre Dame rugby team ran up a 14-8 victory over the Cleveland Blues in Cleveland.

The much bigger Cleveland team was able to score an advantage and rolled into an early 4-0 lead. The Irish tied the game shortly thereafter on a try by John Greiving. The score followed several good tackles by the Irish scrum, and Greiving picked up the loose ball and dived the last few yards for the score. However, Cleveland scored on the ensuing kickoff and stretched their lead to 8-4. The Irish fought back to tie the game on a try by Lee Pallardy just before halftime.

Cleveland came out strong in the second half and scored on a try and a conversion to take a 14-6 lead. The Blues held this lead in the face of consistent Irish pressure but finally ND scored on a try by Lee Pallardy. Krueger's tally cut the margin to 14-12 with little more than five minutes left in the game. The Irish tied the score on a controversial conversion attempt following the try. A Cleveland player jumped up to block a low kick by Ed O'Connell but instead tipped the ball over the crossbar. The referee ruled the kick good and the match was tied 14-14.

As it turned out the kick was not critical because the fired-up Irish scored again with a minute left in the game. Greiving scored a breakaway run and this time O'Connell's conversion left no doubt as the Irish assumed their final margin of 13-6.

The main difference in the match was the better conditioning of ND's ruggers, which showed during their late second half rally. Cleveland simply ran out of gas but the Irish continued to make their own breaks and press for the winning scores.

In the "B" game, Paul Cullins' try gave Notre Dame a 4-0 victory over the Cleveland "B" side. The line, hard-fighting play of the Irish scrum in this mainly defensive match kept the Irish in the game. In the "C" game, Notre Dame lost to a combination of Cleveland "A" and "B" players by the score of 13-6.

The Irish travel to Kalamazoo this weekend to play Western Michigan and open at home on Sept. 30 against John Carroll University.

Soccer squad drops pair

by Mark Nishan

The Notre Dame soccer team got its season off to an unimpressive start this year by losing its first two games.

On Friday night the Irish were beaten by an excellent Indiana squad, 4-0. Then on Sunday afternoon Dayton handed them a 3-1 loss.

Friday when they met Indiana they faced one of the toughest teams in the country. The Hoosiers had a record of 13 wins against one loss. Their offense was sparked by Adi Ante, who was second in the nation in goals scored last year with 15.

Despite the score, though, ND's own defense played a commendable game.

The Dayton game, though a loss, produced two good players. Forward Rick Calaman scored the team's only goal unassisted. And halfback Rick Eichmann played an excellent game.

A team spokesman pointed to several reasons for such a poor start. The team has had only three practices and one practice game. Although they looked good in the practice game, winning 3-0, they were playing a lowly Bethel team. Secondly, the team is a young one with unexperienced players.

Their new coach, Arno Zoske, has brought with him a "man to man" defense, with which players are not experienced. And the most likely reason for the poor start was a shortage of players making the trip. Their goals, grips, commitments and other circumstances only twelve boosters made the trip. Since there are eleven players on the field at the same time the Irish became physically exhausted.

After the first two losses Coach Zoske said, "We weren't outplayed, we were outorganized. The coach also commented that he will move Eichmann to the front line in order to produce more scoring punch. But the team still has prospects for a good season. They have played two of their toughest opponents. And as the season progresses the players will pick up valuable experience and will give future opponents a rough time. Experience is the key and only time will provide the skills needed to produce a winner.
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Local students push McGovern

by Steven V. Roberts

(c) 1972 New York Times

Redwood City, California—About a dozen students sat around a narrow table in a cavernous room that still bore the signs of its former function, a shoe store. Whites flocked to the suburbs of the Park and blacks from the ghettos of East Palo Alto, they snipped edges from plastic cups and plotted how to elect George S. McGovern as President.

The conversation revolved with words like "decentralization," "visibility" and "input." An expert on the steel industry contributed to the wall map. The district east of the freeway was rated 85 percent Democratic, so there centered there, still.

West of the freeway is only 36 percent a college-Democratic priority.

The debate over whether to use the local headquarted dragged on, and a black newspaper editor said angrily, "we don't have time to keep fiddling with it and playing games. We're interested in votes, period.

That scene has probably reverberated around in recent weeks as the McGovern campaign passed Labor Day and began organizing to expand for the November election.

Whether the campaign may have its troubles, but the grass roots politics who launched an important role in McGovern's quest for the nomination, are starting to march again.

So far, the San Mateo count, offers an interesting example of that local effort. The county's 700,000 residents range from the poor blacks and Chicano of East Palo Alto to the working class of Daly City to the affluent professionals of Atherton.

The San Mateo organization illustrates that the McGovern campaign did not spring suddenly to life on the college campuses. Rather, it is rooted in the educated, professional classes, and has been working for months to organize and relate thousands of liberal activists that have been going about their business.

With three draft-age sons, Marta Ziegler become involved in the antiwar movement and organized a petition drive to ban conscription as a unit at every in Redwood City.

Running this general election campaign is a strange experience for the McGovern youth. "We are used to losing the primary and having the summer off," laughed Mrs. Ziegler.

Things got rough after the primary they concede. In addition to the natural psychological letdown, dozens of out-of-state volunteers left immediately, stripping the local organization. Dopping Senator Thomas F. Eagleton form the ticket had "quite an impact," according to Rod Minett, her co-founder.

But even though they had trouble in the primary and money, the organizers did not stop, partly because the McGovern campaign is only one episode for them in a longer and larger battle. "I've been working too long at this to lose heart," said Mrs. Ziegler.

San Mateo, the local organization believes it is performing a critical task. "McGovern can win all the battles, and have a great image, but if we don't register 5 million new Democrats we won't have a fighting chance," said Minett.
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Advertises view the SLC

Continued from page 3

did some faculty representatives in the report yesterday. "The people who get elected are naturally busy anyhow," he said. What is more, if the campus is desired, it seems that the capable people who seek an SLU seat are usually interested and busy.

"However, it looks possible, it looks promising," to Fr. Slhia, who has been a member since the first meeting.

Homework

Dean Devers Plunket, of the Arts & Letters college, agrees with the general sentiment expressed by faculty and student members that "this is the time the SLC must prove itself.

The SLC can do this by examining significant problems, and "there will have to be some homework done about them," he states. By homework the dean means thought which will be distributed to the members before the meeting date, "to prime the individuals on the essence of the problems to be discussed."

In addition, many members have not been able to speak for their constituencies because 'I don't know what their constituency was thinking," according to the Director of Extension.

SU gives out free gift-pax

Student Gift PAX will be available in the off-campus office (LaFortune basement) between 12-5 and 1-6 this week. They contain used assments and memorabilia that were from the previous year. One free gift-pax will be available to the first person who identifies his/her ID for identifications. The gift-pax are compliments of Gift PAX, Inc. and the Student Union Services Commission.

Cinema 73 presents year's film schedule

On September 23 and 24 (Sat. and Sun.) Cinema 73 will open its season with The Blue Angel, a 1929 film by Joseph von Sternberg. The film is considered one of the ten greatest films of all time. It is a masterpiece, will be shown in the Engineering Auditorium at 2 and 8 p.m.

The sponsoring Cultural Art Commission claims that emphasis in this year's festival will be placed on the student members. Each week a different group of students will present their films in the series holds a prominent place as an important exercise contributing to that body. All of them are made by men who have, whether in the past or present, contributed greatly to the development of films as a major and important art form.

The first semester will carry eleven films. Highlights include a festival of 5 classic films from the silent era, Chaplin's The Gold Rush, Griffith's Orphans of the Storm, D.W. Griffith's Intolerance, Lubitsch's Sunrise, and Dreyer's The Passion of Joan of Arc. Others will be seen in the series will be Remar's Rules of the Game; Hitchcock's Shadow of a Doubt, and Trolfrac's The Wild Child.

The second semester will carry four more films, including two of the ten greatest classics of all time. The first of these will be the critically acclaimed five films by Roman Welinder, Citizen Kane, The Magnificent Ambersons, Lady from Shanghai, Marobith, and A Touch of Evil. The second semester will be a festival of five contemporary French films under the direction of the French Cinema Society.

Of course all boils down to BF. Booking offices, the capacity, full warranty, imp. delivery. Call now. Wynn's Refrigeration Co. 234-0578.

FOR RENT

Rooms for rent, cheap. 233-1029.

WANTED

Note: FOUR PURDUE TIX. Call John 9815

Wanted: Part films legal societies to present small law firm. General practice, inquire 940 South Bend 4381. Need 3 or 4 general admission tickets for each of three football games. Call 345-1970, or Frank 8900. Need 3 general admission tickets for Purdue, call 984.

Room needed with 2-3 general admission fix for Notre Dame game. Call Pat, 3277.

Borrow up to $150. 11:15 12:15 Sept. 22. Call Mary Beth 4391.

PERSONALS

The miss Illinois Teenage America contestant and well at Notre Dame. RSVP, Delight.

LOST AND FOUND

Lost: black leather handbag on September 9th.
Lost: black leather handbag on September 5 on ND campus. Contact S. Fitzhugh, 4181.
Brown wallet lost around Stanford Hall, Sunday. Reward: Jim 6795.
Found: High school ring (not too heavy) from Rockne to Bill 1143.

GIFT PAX:

SALE

FOR SALE

For Sale: Tapes, your choice $25, 1753, Brothers


FOR MONDAY

New Westinghouse compact refrigerator, 4.8 cu. ft., capacity, full warranty, imp. delivery. Call now. Wynn's Refrigeration Co. 234-0578.

Wanted: Four Purdue TIX. Call John 9815.

NEED 3 or 4 general admission tickets for each of three football games. Call 345-1970, or Frank 8900.

Need 3 general admission fix for Purdue, call 984.

Room needed with 2-3 general admission fix for Notre Dame game. Call Pat, 3277.

Borrow up to $150. 11:15 12:15 Sept. 22. Call Mary Beth 4391.